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Military Security Branch in Homs kills dozens
 every death under torture and then bury the bodies

Documented by SNHR

Syrian Network for Human Rights documented at least 2571 Syrian citizens have been tortured 
to death after detention in all of Syrian Governorates including 84 children and 25 women.
As well as SNHR documented by name, photo, video, time and place, the killing of 673 
citizens from Homs Governorates tortured to death after got arrested by Security and 
tortured , and these number does not include those who couldn’t document,
cause security forces buries their bodies.

We would like to indicate that this is what we could document by name, photo and place of 
arrest, and there are hundreds of cases that we couldn’t document. 
There are no evidences of Military Security Branch’s Acts , which located in Mahatta neigh-
borhood ( branch 235 ) and headed by MohamadZamrinin, it is one of the cruelest and brutal 
security branches in torturing arrested in Homs city , according to Google Map it located in 
KaramAlshami neighborhood atcoordinates (34.720742, 36.705054),
and it is responsible for the following neighborhoods :
KaramAlshami neighborhood, Al Khudor neighborhood,
Mahatta neighborhood, and Al Midan neighborhood
Survivors of torture had told us that they were subjected to very brutal and cruelviolence-
methods, and that number of their friends killed under torture before their eyes .

The worst that the officials in this branch don’t even handedover the bodies to their families, 
they just buried them in Tal Alnasr cemetery, and the families keep waiting for their disap-
peared son for life time and don’t know anything about him.

Civil society organizations and media around the world must exert pressure on the Syrian 
Government to stop torturing and unlock the prisons and detention centers to see thousands 
of detainees and know their conditions and the torturing methods that they exposed to, great 
responsibility ICRC to do their duty entrusted to them in this regard.
We warn the international community that if they don’t stopSyrian Government from using 
brutal methods t will affect disastrously on the stability of civil peace and coexistence be-
tween the people of the same society.

Friday 17 June 2013
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Appendix :
• BurhanKhaledNshnashi, arbitrarily arrested, his body buried after one week
of the date of his arrest, and they didn’t hand it over to his family 
• MohamadRawhiTulimat, second year civil engineering, injured cause of explosion in one of 
Homs neighborhood,he got ambulance but a military security checkpoint arrested him with 
another wounded and all the paramedics in 14/3/2013, paramedics team get released, the fate 
of his and the other detainee was unknown until 20/4/2013, when his family knew that he was 
tortured to death and buried by security branch in 19/3/2013, without informing his family.
• Ahmad AbdulkarinSafour : arbitrarily arrested, tortured to death
• Abdullah Halawa: tortured to death
• Bilal Almasri : arbitrarily arrested, tortured to death
• Basel Abdulkarim : 18 years old arbitrarily arrested, tortured to death
• MohamadWasfiMohamad Dari Fashoul arbitrarily arrested from his house, tortured to death
• AbdulazizAbdulhk: student in mechanical engineering , arrested from university, tortured to death
• AbdulrahmanTalalAlkasab : five year mechanical engineering , arrested inside university, 
they told his family of his death a week after burial .
• YamenAlwan: colleague student , arrested in university ,tortured to death
• AbdulmoatiRashed Said Suliman 22 years old ,arrested in university , tortured to death
• HishamMohamad Fahd Darwish Alomar :35 years old ,tortured to death
• AbduljabarKhudre : arrested on Tartous highway and died after 4 days 
• EyadKamhia : colleague student in medicine faculty arrested and died after 20 days 
• Sheikh AbdulkafiMahmodSwaid : tortured to death
• NidalMohamadKhatab : arrested with Sheikh AbdulkafiMahmodSwaid in 14/2/2013 and killed 
in the same day on Hasyaa checkpoint , they handed their bodies to their families in 17/2/2013
• Basil Abdulkarim Alomar : armed rebel : 18 years old , arrested in 25/4/2013 and  tortured to 
death in 26/4/2013 , he was shot in Alqusair , moved to treatment ,and get arrested in Qara by 
an ambush by Syrian Government’s Armed Forces
• AbdulazizAlhak: tortured to death
• Victim AsaadMichaal – born in 1992 from Zahraa neighborhood , third year in information 
engineering in Homs university , arrested by military security in 19-5-2013 in Homs , from 
university and took him to their cellars , he was exposure to most type of physical torture led 
to kill him after 24 hours of arrested  ,they told his family after 5 days to take his body , Assad 
was an ideal man , clever top in his colleague and very high moral 

Tens of torturing to death cases we couldn’t document 
Families of detainees and who considered as forced disappearance assured to us that Military 
security branch ( known as cells death )since about six months does not hand over the bodies to 
the families of those killed, and reticent to the killing of many of them , as also reports confirmed 
that elements in this branch deliberately killed injured detainees and especially the young

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=514488985277558&set=a.178470582212735.45854.177009252358868&type=1&theater&notif_t=photo_reply
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Examples:
Shabiha entered KarmAlshmi neighborhood and arrested 6 persons including children , then re-
turned them killed after two days in 12/2/2013 , they handed over the body of victims ThaerMah-
modAljam ( almost thirty years old ) while buried the rest ( child AbdulrahmanBitar : 16 years 
old , BadrAlturkmani , SubhiDallal , KhaledDalleh , child Ayman Omar Alali : 13 years old ) 
Abo MazenAlhomsi released from cell death , he prefer to not mention his name ( fear of the rest 
of his family ) , he told us that he was arrested for just one week at the beginning of the revolution

Painful images of what he saw:
“ RiadNakshow : they finish investigating himonly then they finish his body , they were 
carrying him to the individual and was unable to move any parts of his body except his 
lips, which were drawing a beautiful smile behind great pain, was not released until today, 
and we don’t know his real feat “
“ ShadiKsrawi : engaged to girl from JisrAlshagour – was living in Alrama Palestinian refugee 
camp, accused him that he wasdefector and inciting demonstrations that demanded freedom , 
we met him after he was in the Military security branch 100 days ,exposed daily for each dif-
ferent types of torture ( Shabah, electrical shocking , Tire, individual prison ….etc ) , he cried 
for moment and headed his head to not see his tears “  
Ex-arrested in military security branch ( M.H) that there were two building , one for civil-
ians and the others for militaries and individual rooms ; civil building where he were arrested 
contains of 225 detainees in an area 45m2 , they slept alternating or above each other , as he 
confirmed to us that two detainees tortured to death while he was there.
“Abo Adel (oldman) from Alkhaldyah neighborhood(that’s his guilt), beaten to death and tor-
tured until he became unconscious.”
“HajjAbdulkarimShanat(old man in eighteens) from Talebsavillage, accused of Arms trade , 
they put electricity in his lips for hours , broke his fingers , and tortured very brutally “
“Another man from Khaldia( Lababidi family ) he was arrested for the second time , they 
hanged him and beat him for infinity …..”
Ahmad from Bab Sibaaneighborhood: he was accused that he attacks a checkpoint form 4 axes 
by himself! And tortured by all methods for doing that”


